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Abstract

In this paper we propose the image segmentation metho
the neural networks (NN) to extract text, continuous-tone 
screened-halftone region in the document image.  Each fea
extractor for text, continuous-tone and screened-halfton
composed of the 3-layer NN which is upper part of 5-lay
hourglass model NN; each hourglass model NN is trained by
dif ferent learning samples which specify its ow
characteristics.  We call these extractors as the Feature Neu
Networks (FNNs).  The classification stage is composed 
another 3-layer NN whose inputs are applied from feat
extractors.  We call this as the Classification Neural Netwo
(CNN).  Experimental results show this method successfu
segment text, continuous-tone and screened-halftone reg

1  Introduction

Common documents are composed of some segmen
images that have different attributes; e.g., characters 
symbols generally referred as texts, continuous-tone 
photographs and  screened-halftone with various scr
rulings.  Recently, digital copiers appeared in the market a
it became possible to process images to improve the im
quality.  The best way to get high-fidelity copies of suc
composite documents is to process an image adequate
the attribute for the region in a page, which is automatica
segmented by the pre-processing.  However, it is common to
apply the specified image processing to the whole page 
user-selected mode (i.e., texts, photographs and texts/pho
in practical digital copiers.

Several methods have been investigated, which co
discriminate the three different regions (i.e., texts, continuous
tone and screened-halftone) from the scanned image
image scanner using the known statistical characteris
(feature parameters) generally related to each image attrib
[1][2].  But, finding the sensitive parameters to the thr
regions should be done through the experience or trial 
error (heuristic approach).  It must be a time-consuming ta
Moreover, the threshold of the discriminator based on su
parameters should be also determined by the experienc
trial and error.
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The purpose of this paper is to propose a new ima
segmentation method using an artificial neural network (N
to solve this conventional problem, which will discriminat
the image attributes such as text, continuous-tone a
screened-halftone and segment the image regio
automatically.  This method is characterized by two processin
stage, feature extraction stage and classification stage
follows;

a) Feature extraction stage:
A hourglass model NN (5 layers) is known to

concentrate the input information at the 3rd layer, if the
learning is made to get the output equivalent to the inp
(identity mapping)[4][8].  So we used the first part (1 to
layer) of the hourglass model NN as the feature extractio
stage.

b) Classification stage:
At the classification stage, another NN is used whic

discriminates the image attributes from the outputs 
feature extraction NNs.  As a post-processing, we applied
Hough-transformation to the result map to get th
appropriate image-region map.

In the following second chapter, details of our
segmentation algorithm are explained.  In the third chaptr,
experimental results are shown for the gray-scale imag
scanned by a 400 dpi / 8 bits scanner.

2  Segmentation Algorithm

2.1  Outline of Segmentation algorithm
A flow chart employed in this segmentation system 

shown in Figure 1.  In this figure, "Feature Extraction Learnin
stage", "Segmentation Learning stage", and fin
"Segmentation stage" are shown in every vertical gro
respectively.  An arrow with the dotted line means to use sam
NN after a training is finished with fixed weight coefficient.

First, in Feature Extraction Learning stage, five-layere
hourglass model NNs are prepared for five kinds of image
They are learned the identity mapping using different training
samples that represent one of the five kinds of images.  After
58
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this training is finished, hourglass model NNs are divid
into two parts: NNs of the first half parts in five layers (from
first to third layer) are used as Feature Extraction NN (FNN

Next, in Segmentation Learning stage, Classification N
(CNN) is connected to FNNs. CNN is learned th
segmentation, after training image data are changed 
feature data by FNNs.  However, the weight coefficients
FNNs are fixed at this time.  Finally, in Segmentation stage
segmentation result for an input image is obtained by th
NNs.

With the sequence shown in the above, the segmenta
algorithm is carried out separately at every pixel, so it do
not consider how the segmentation results of the neighbor
pixels are.  Therefore, a post-processing that checks 
interrelation of the neighboring pixels is added to the syste
and it modifies segmentation results.

2.2  Feature Extraction NNs
We used the Multiple Layered Perceptron[7], which 

well known that it can compose various mappings with t
optional precision with Error Back-propagation algorithm[3
Especially, when the number of neurons in an input-layer 
same as in an output-layer and the number of neurons 
hidden-layer are smaller than in a input- / output-layer, t
NN is called "hourglass model NN".  It can learn an ident
mapping by giving the same data as the input for train
data.

It is considered that a mapping to the low dimension spa
(in other word, the compression of the information) is carri
out in the first half part of the NN (from the input-layer to th
hidden-layer located the center of this NN's architecture).
the same way, it is considered that the reconstruction is car
out in the latter half part (from the hidden-layer located t
center to the output-layer)[4][5].  If such a NN can be train
well, the feature parameter is considered to appear in 
hidden-layer located the center, which shows the character
of the input data suitably.  It means that the feature extract
is carried out automatically without depending on th
experience.

Figure 1: Flow diagram of segmentation using NN.
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Figure 2 illustrates the network layout.  First, five kind
of five layered hourglass model NNs, which are compos
with network-As and -Bs, are prepared separately for fi
image attributes: texts, background, the flat and edge part
the continuous-tone, and screened-halftone images.  Th
training samples are also prepared respectively for those N
For example, only typical text images are prepared for o
NN, and this NN learns the identity mapping.  When th
training is finished the feature parameters that correspond
text image are collected intensively into the third layer
neurons.  Other NNs are the same too: the training a
extraction of the feature parameters of each image are car
out automatically.  From now on, NNs that are from the fir
to third layers in those are used for the feature extracti
they are called Feature Extraction NNs (FNNs).

By the way, we segregated between the flat and ed
parts in the same continuous-tone image, and between
text and background parts in the same text image.  Becau
is considered that their characters were very different eve
they were same image region.

2.3  Classification NN
The classification stage is composed of another 3-lay

NN (CNN) whose inputs are applied from feature extracto
as shown in figure 3.  In other words, feature parameters t
are extracted by each FNN, which corresponds to feat
extractor of text, background, flat or edge part of continuou
tone, or screened-halftone, are applied to the CNN.  Out
of CNN is composed of five outputs corresponding to th
five regions.

In this stage, all kinds of input images including fiv
regions are used as the training sets of CNN.  For instance
the case of text input image, output of A1 will be strong
excited, but outputs of other FNNs will be weakly excite
Using such information, CNN training is performed.

A1 B1

A2 B2

A3 B3

A4 B4

A5 B5Halftone Image

Edge part of
Tone Image

Flat part of
Tone Image

Background
Image

Text Image

Parameter for Halftone

Parameter for Edge

Parameter for Flat

Parameter for Background

Parameter for Text

(reconstructed)
Text Image

(reconstructed)
Background Image

(reconstructed)
Flat part of Tone Image

(reconstructed)
Edge part of Tone Image

(reconstructed)
Halftone Image

Feature Neural Networks (FNNs)

Figure 2: NN structure for the feature extraction (FNNs).
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2.4  Post-processing
Classification of figure 3 is carried out separately at ev

pixel, so it does not consider how the segmentation resul
the neighboring pixels are.  And also feature extraction a
are restricted to the local NxN picture elements.  Becaus
these processing architecture, some mis-classification
observed as the results of figure 3.  Therefore, a p
processing that checks the interrelation of the neighbo
pixels is added as following two stages.

a) Area check:
Small area regions which are different fro

surrounding regions are omitted and assimilated i
surrounding regions.  We assumed that the effect
regions less than the size of a 8 point character don't e
and such regions are omitted.

b) Hough-transformation[9]:
Boundary lines of each region are smoothed by 

Hough-transformation.  In this paper we assumed 
boundary lines are composed of vertical of horizon
straight lines.

3  Experiment

3.1  Experimental Condition
Experiment was carried out for gray-scale images wh

were digitized by an image scanner of 400 dpi resoluti
256 gray levels per pixel.

Each training set of 200 image block data (8x8 pixe
was selected randomly from one of the five regions (te
background, flat and edge part of continuous-tone a
screened-halftone) for each FNN (feature extract
respectively.  In the case of continuous-tone image, edge p
were separated from flat parts by edge extraction opera
using Laplacian-filter[10].

Figure 3: NN structure for the classification (CNN).
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Furthermore, five kinds of data were prepared, whic
were changed the bias values of original image from -20 
+30 by 10 step.  So total 6000 data were used for FNN
training.  Gray levels of these data originally having 0-25
levels were normalized to 0-1 before starting the training.

Dimensions (number of input/output) of FNNs and CNN
were selected as follows:

a) FNNs:
64(8x8) - 50 - 10
(Dimension of hourglass NN was 64-50-10-50-64),

b) CNN:
50(10x5) - 40 - 5.

We used two kinds of training algorithm.  At the first
stage of training (1-15000 times training), Kick-Out algorithm
[6] was used to speed up the training.  After that, usual Err
Back-propagation algorithm[7] was used until the mean
squared error of training reached stable state.

Training coefficient was 0.001 and the momentum wa
0.7.

3.2  Experimental result

3.2.1  Mean-squared Error
The mean-squared errors after the training of FNNs an

CNN finished, are as follows:

• FNN
- Text 0.1039
- Background 0.0092
- Flat part (Continuous-Tone) 0.0078
- Edge part (Continuous-Tone) 0.0485
- Screened-Halftone 0.1154

• CNN 0.0521

3.2.2  Segmentation Result
Figure 4 shows an example of test image, and figure

shows the classification result of figure 4.  The test image 
figure 4 includes three kinds of different image, i.e., a part o
face image as a continuous-tone image, character ima
having the size of 8, 10.5, and 14 points as a text, and screen
halftone image of 65, 100, 133 and 175 lines.

In the figure 5, flat and edge part of continuous-ton
image are combined to the same area, and text and backgro
image are also combined to the text area.  So the white a
shows the continuous-tone region, gray area shows the t
region, and black area shows the screened-halftone regio

Figure 5 shows our algorithm quite successful.

4  Conclusion

A newly developed image segmentation method is describe
This method extracts text, continuous-tone and screene
halftone region in the document image by the neural networ
(NN).  Each feature extractor for text, continuous-tone an
screened-halftone is composed of the 3-layer NN which 
6160
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Figure 4: Test image.

upper part of 5-layer hourglass model NN; each hourglas
model NN is trained by different learning samples which
specify its own characteristics.  The classification stage 
composed of another 3-layer NN whose inputs are applie
from feature extractor.  And as a post-processing, Hough
transformation is applied to extract the boundary lines of eac
region, which is very effective to suppress the mis
classification in the small areas.  Experimental result show
this method successful to segment text, continuous-tone a
screened-halftone region.
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